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Background

• Oysters are keystone species
• Play these same important 

roles when farmed as well [1]
• Farmed oysters are run through a 

machine called a ‘tumbler’
• Tumbler cleans and shapes 

the oyster
• Often diesel powered

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/qDwti69d0s0/maxresdefault.jpg

https://hamahamaoysters.com/blogs/oyster-blog/how-we-farm-tumbled-oysters https://cboysterco.com/farm-photos/f/oyster-tumbling
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Ocean Powered Techniques



Ocean Powered Techniques
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Comparison
Ratings from Alaska Oyster Growers Manual, 4th Edition [3][4]

Standard Techniques Ocean Powered

Cost Mixed - expensive Inexpensive

Labor - Easy deployment
- Mixed labor for working crop
- Mixed ease of defouling

- Mixed ease of deployment
- Easy to work crop
- Easy to defoul 

Survival and Growth Rates - Fast growth
- Mixed - high survival rates

- Fast Growth (1st year especially)
- High survival rates

Storage of Equipment Mixed ease of storage Difficult to store



Scalability Factors

• Waters conducive to oyster 
growth 
• <100 m depth, logistically

Diesel Powered Ocean Powered

• Waters conducive to oyster 
growth 
• <100 m depth, logistically
• Tidal Requirement 
• Range of tide: 2.5ft or 0.76m 

(based on most common gear 
dimensions)



Scalability
Global Tidal Range
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Range of tide requirement: 0.76m

Source: ESRI Global Tide Range in meters, computed using the 
FES2014 model data obtained from AVISO. [5]
Resolution: 1/16°



Conclusion
• There are a variety of reasons ocean powered oyster farming gear might be a 

more favorable option for oyster farmers
• In terms of cost, labor and oyster growth rates

• Sufficient tidal range exists along much of the US coast to power all four 
ocean powered tumbling techniques
• A paper is underway planning to incorporate analysis of oyster growth 

parameters into suitability
• A case study is planned to assess how much diesel usage would be offset by converting 

a standard farm to ocean powered equipment
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Questions?

For more information, please feel free to contact:
candace.briggs@pnnl.gov
molly.grear@pnnl.gov


